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ABSTRACT 
Coloured Petri nets (CPN) constitute a formalism that 

belongs to the paradigm of the Petri nets, used to model 

discrete event systems (DES). This formalism has been 

extensively used to represent complex systems and 

shows its full potential when arise a large number of 

subnets with the same static structure thanks to the 

folding process. In this paper a completely new 

application of the Coloured Petri nets is presented. It 

implies a conceptual variation in the traditional scope of 

use of the CPN. The coloured Petri nets will be used to 

represent sets of alternative Petri nets. In other words, 

they will represent a set of exclusive models for a single 

DES by means if a unique CPN. The main advantage in 

this application of the coloured Petri nets is that they 

can be used to develop efficient algorithms to solve 

optimization problems based on Petri net models. 

 

Keywords: coloured Petri nets, alternatives aggregation 

Petri net, compound Petri net, alternative Petri net 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The coloured Petri nets are a broadly used formalism to 

model discrete event systems. They present particular 

interest when the real system to be modelled includes 

several subsystems which have the same static structure. 

In this case a folding procedure can be afforded in order 

to obtain a single subnet from the original set of 

subsystems with the same static structure. The subnet 

that results from the folding process need to include 

additional information which is presented as the colour 

attributes of every token. In this way it is possible to 

distinguish when a certain token present in the folded 

subsystem belongs or not to a certain subsystem of the 

original unfolded Petri net (Silva 1993, David and Alla 

2005). 

 

In this paper, it will be presented a completely new 

application of the coloured Petri nets, which profits 

from the property mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

This new application, which implies an important 

conceptual variation from the previous systems where 

the coloured Petri nets have been used so far, consists of 

the modelling of different alternative discrete event 

systems by means of a single coloured Petri net. 

 

A set of discrete event systems are said to be 

alternative when they have the property of the 

exclusiveness among them. This property means that 

when one of the systems is chosen for being analysed, 

the others cannot be included in the analysis since only 

one of them can exist at a time in a real environment 

(Latorre et al. 2009c). As it has been seen, alternative 

DES are related to decisions. It is necessary to choose 

one alternative system among a set of them to define an 

initially undefined discrete event system. In a sense, it is 

possible to state that every Petri net in a set of 

alternative Petri nets is a model suitable for a different 

problem (Latorre, Jiménez and Pérez 2009a). This 

characteristic is very useful to reuse the model for the 

posing of diverse problems on a certain real system and 

to perform an efficient application of an optimization 

algorithm. As it has been seen, the conceptual leap from 

previous applications of CPN is important. 

 

If the formalism of the Petri nets is used to model 

the original alternative discrete event systems, the result 

of the modelling process is a set of alternative Petri 

nets. This set of alternative Petri nets can be used to 

perform simulations and determine the quality of every 

one of the Petri nets regarding the achievement of a 

certain objective (or group of objectives). In fact, an 

optimization problem can be stated in order to apply a 

solving technique which may provide with a good 

solution for the problem. 

 

The solving algorithm may have different 

characteristics according to the representation 

considered for the set of alternative Petri nets (Latorre, 

Jiménez and Pérez 2010a). When the information 

needed to define in an unambiguous way the set of Petri 

nets is efficiently compacted, by means for example of a 

folding procedure, the resulting description will not 

include redundant information which may lead to an 

efficient storage of the definition in a computer and, as 

a consequence, an efficient solving procedure. Coloured 
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Petri nets allow to obtain a single model that contains 

the description of every Petri net which belongs to a 

certain set of alternative Petri nets. 

 

2. THE ALTERNATIVES AGGREGATION 
PETRI NETS 

Coloured Petri nets developed to represent a set of 

alternative Petri nets are conceptually based in the 

alternatives aggregation Petri nets (AAPN). 

 

 

Figure 1: Simple alternative Petri nets 

 

An AAPN is a Petri net obtained from the 

aggregation of Petri nets from a set of alternative Petri 

nets. The aggregation process of alternative PN to 

obtain an AAPN can be regarded as a folding 

procedure, in the sense that subnets with the same static 

structure that belong to different alternative PN are 

reduced to a single subnet in the AAPN. The subnets 

which have the same static structure are called shared 

subnets and they can be R-shared if the static structure 

and initial marking are the same in all of them or Q-

shared when the static structure but not the initial 

marking is the same in all the cases (Latorre et al. 

2009c). 

 

In the figure 1 it can be seen a set of simple 

alternative Petri nets. They are alternative PN because 

in the example that is being presented, they are 

exclusive models to the same discrete event system, 

which behave in different ways. Nevertheless, they 

comply with the specifications of the DES, which allow 

certain freedom degrees to be specified by means of the 

appropriate decisions. These freedom degrees are the 

cause of the existence of three alternative Petri nets, any 

of which might be chosen as model for the system. 

 

In order to build up an alternatives aggregation 

Petri net from a set of alternative Petri nets, an 

aggregation procedure of the different alternative PN 

should be performed. In fact, a specific alternative PN 

to be aggregated is previously divided into subnets and 

link transitions that connect the different subnets. The 

non-shared subnets are added to the AAPN and all the 

link transitions. All the link transitions of a certain 

alternative Petri net are associated to the choice variable 

that is related to this alternative Petri net. 

 

 

Figure 2: Decomposition in shared and non-shared 

subnets and link transitions. 

 

In the figure 2 it is shown an efficient 

decomposition of the original set of alternative Petri 

nets into shared and non-shared subnets and link 

transitions. In fact there is a subnet that is shared by 

only R1 and R2, another subnet shared by the three 

alternative PN and a last subnet that belongs only to R3. 

All the transitions that are not included in the subnets, 

because link different subnets or even a subnet with 

itself, are called link transitions. This decomposition is 

efficient because a large amount of shared subnets 

between the different alternative PN has been found. 

 

The choice variables are Boolean parameters 

defined in a number which is equal to the cardinality of 

the set of alternative Petri nets and each one of them is 

associated to a different alternative Petri net, such that a 

bijection is established between the set of choice 

variables and the set of alternative Petri nets. The choice 

variables represent the information lost in the 

aggregation process in the same way that the attributes 

of the tokens (colours) represent the information that is 

lost in the folding procedure when a CPN is built up 

from a Petri net. 

 

The resulting alternatives aggregation Petri net is a 

Petri net that includes in its description all the 

alternative models for a real discrete even system that 

have been aggregated. The same AAPN can be reused 

for the statement of different decision problems on the 

same real system and to perform an optimization 

procedure with enhanced performance. 

 

Figure 3 shows an alternatives aggregation Petri 

net, which is equivalent to the original set of simple 

alternative Petri nets represented in the figure 1. In this 

net there is a set of choice variables: SA = { a1, a2, a3}. 

R1 R2 R3 

Link transitions 

SubnetsR1 R2 

R3 
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The static structure of the original set of alternative 

Petri nets were described by means of a set of incidence 

matrices, while the resulting AAPN requires a single 

incidence matrix for an unambiguous description. In 

general the incidence matrix of the AAPN has larger 

size than any of the incidence matrices of the alternative 

Petri nets. Nevertheless, it is also usual that the shared 

subnets among the alternative Petri nets lead to an 

incidence matrix for the AAPN where some redundant 

information present in the matrices associated to the 

alternative Petri nets has been removed. As a 

consequence, the storage and operation with the 

incidence matrix of the AAPN may be more efficient 

than the handling of so many incidence matrices as 

alternative Petri nets are in a certain optimization 

problem. In other words, the AAPN help to develop 

efficient algorithms with enhanced performance. 

 

 

Figure 3: Alternatives aggregation Petri net 

 

 

3. ALGORITHM TO TRANSFORM AN AAPN 
INTO A CPN 

The procedure to obtain a CPN from an AAPN is 

almost immediate. The static structure of the AAPN and 

the one of its equivalent CPN are the same. Both of 

these Petri nets can be obtained by a process whose 

nature is similar: an aggregation of alternative Petri nets 

in the case of AAPN and the folding of different 

subnets in the case of a CPN. Nevertheless, it is 

important to realize that aggregation and folding are not 

the same process, since the former starts from a set of 

alternative models for a certain DES and the latter starts 

from a set of subnets that represent different subsystems 

of a certain discrete event system. In other words, the 

CPN is built up from a set of subsystems that may exist 

in a real environment, since the alternative Petri nets are 

models of systems from which only one might exist, 

while the rest are discarded models for a certain 

application. 

 

The choice variables comply with a property of 

exclusiveness, because only one of them may be active 

at a time, meaning that a decision has been made to 

choose a certain alternative PN from the original set as a 

model for the real discrete event system. These 

variables also represent the information that has been 

lost in the process of aggregation, since a token which is 

present in a shared subnet of the AAPN belongs, in fact, 

to a certain alternative Petri net. The choice variable 

that is active when the token exists will point to the 

alternative Petri net to which it belongs. 

 

In the translation procedure from the AAPN to the 

CPN, the choice variables should be transformed into 

the attributes of the tokens. In particular, each choice 

variable will lead to a choice colour. The activation of a 

choice variable in the original AAPN will be equivalent 

to the initialization of the equivalent PN with the initial 

marking associated to the choice variable and with all 

the tokens associated to the corresponding choice 

colour. 

 

As it can be deduced, bijections can be defined 

between the set of alternative Petri nets, the set of 

choice variables and the set of choice colours. The 

decision of choosing a certain alternative Petri net as 

model for a real discrete event system can be done after 

the selection of a choice colour in an appropriate CPN 

model. 

 

The exclusiveness property present in the original 

set of alternative Petri nets, where only one of them can 

be chosen as model for the original DES, and also 

present in the set of choice variables, where only one of 

them can be activated at a time, should also be present 

in the set of choice colours. The set of choice colours 

shows also the property of exclusiveness since the CPN 

that results from a certain AAPN has a marking with a 

monochrome choice colour. That is to say only one 

choice colour can be active at a time. 

 

The name of choice colour implies that there is a 

possibility of having non-choice colours. The non-

choice colours may not comply with the monochrome 

property (exclusiveness). In fact, the original AAPN 

might also be a coloured Petri net. Nevertheless, the 

translation process from the AAPN to the equivalent 

CPN adds the choice colours that should be clearly 

different from the other colours. 
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Figure 4: Coloured Petri net 

 

The monochrome choice colour implies that the 

functions associated to the transitions to allow their 

firing, cannot change the choice colour of a token. 

During the evolution of a CPN, only one choice colour 

may exist for the tokens. 

 

The last step in the transformation of an AAPN to a 

CPN is to translate the functions of choice variables 

associated to the transitions of the AAPN into functions 

of choice colours associated to the transitions of the 

equivalent CPN. This transformation is immediate by 

the substitution of the choice variables by the choice 

colours. 

 

As it has been seen, three steps are included in the 

algorithm to transform an AAPN to a CPN: The static 

structure is left the same, the choice variables are 

translated into monochrome choice colours and the 

functions of choice variables are transformed into 

functions of choice colours. 

 

In the figure 4, a coloured Petri net has been 

obtained from its equivalent alternatives aggregation 

Petri net. It can be noticed that the structure of both 

Petri nets are the same. In other words, their incidence 

matrices have the same components. In order to obtain 

the set of choice colours { c1, c2, c3}, a correspondence 

with the set of choice variables of the AAPN has been 

set. 

 

As a result of the algorithm described in this 

section, a coloured Petri net can be built up to describe 

the alternative Petri net models of a certain discrete 

event system, by means of monochrome choice colours 

and functions of choice colours associated to some 

transitions. The decision to choose one or another 

behaviour for the real discrete event system (given by 

the associated alternative Petri net) is performed by the 

activation of a certain choice colour and the 

deactivation of all the rest of them. 

 

Even considering that it is possible to build up a 

CPN directly from a set of alternative Petri nets, the 

singularity of this application where a single CPN can 

represent a set of alternative Petri net that leads to the 

existence of an underlying AAPN related to the CPN 

has moved the authors to present in this paper the 

intermediate step of constructing an equivalent AAPN. 

The authors believe that this detailed process will help 

to understand the complete process and to take into 

account the particularities of this process of building up 

a CPN from a set of alternative Petri net compared to 

the process of constructing of a conventional CPN in a 

classical application where there are not any set of 

alternative models for the original DES. 

 

4. REVERSE TRANSFORMATION 
Given a certain CPN with monochrome choice colours, 

it is possible to obtain an equivalent AAPN with a 

direct transformation that will have the following 

characteristics: 

 

1. The static structure of both nets are the same. 

 

2. A set of choice variables should be defined in 

order to establish a bijection between this new 

set and the set of choice colours. 

 

3. The property of exclusiveness between the 

choice colours, represented by making them 

monochrome, should be transformed into the 

property that only one choice variable can be 

active at a time, i.e. after a decision has been 

taken. 

 

4. The functions of choice colours associated to 

some transitions should be translated into 

functions of choice variables, just y 

substitution of every choice colour by its 

corresponding choice variable, according to the 

bijection defined in 2. 

 

The result of this reverse transformation is an 

alternatives aggregation Petri net that is equivalent to 

the original CPN. A further step can be developed in 

order to transform the AAPN into an equivalent set of 

alternative Petri nets. 

 

5. OTHER TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this paper, several representations of a set of 

alternative Petri nets have been presented: an 

alternatives aggregation Petri net and an equivalent 

coloured Petri net. It is possible to transform any of 

them into any other of them. Nevertheless, there are 

other representations for the original set of alternative 

Petri nets as the compound Petri nets that also allows to 
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perform transformations with the representations 

presented in this paper. 

 

6. APPLICATIONS AND PROPERTIES 
As it has been explained in previous sections, there are 

several applications and properties of the new concept 

presented in this paper: the use of a coloured Petri net to 

represent a set of alternative models for a certain 

discrete event system. Some of them are briefly 

described below: 

 

1. Reduce the computing effort required to solve 

a certain optimization problem. The 

development of a CPN equivalent to a certain 

set of alternative Petri nets where there are 

similarities between different alternative 

models (shared subnets) may increase the 

efficiency of an optimization algorithm. This 

property arises as a consequence of the 

removal of redundant information in the 

description of the Petri net, mainly the 

incidence matrix (Latorre, Jiménez and Pérez 

2010a). 

 

2. Reuse of models. Given a certain undefined 

discrete event system, a set of alternative Petri 

nets can be developed as exclusive models. As 

a consequence an equivalent AAPN-CPN can 

be obtained from the set of alternative Petri 

nets. For a given DES, and hence for a given 

AAPN-CPN model, several different 

optimization algorithms can be stated, for 

example by means of the definition of different 

objectives to be achieved by the DES. In other 

words, by defining different objective 

functions it is possible to state different 

optimization problems and reuse the same 

AAPN-CPN model to represent and analyse 

the evolution of the same discrete event 

system. 

 

3. Reuse of software. Given an optimization 

problem based on an AAPN as model for the 

original DES, it is possible to obtain the 

equivalent CPN and reuse the software 

developed for general applications of CPN in 

order to implement the optimization algorithm 

to solve it. 

 

4. Recycle the models developed for certain 

alternative Petri nets. In the case of there are 

similarities between the alternative Petri nets, 

something usual in the design process of 

discrete event systems, it is possible to reuse 

the models of some alternative Petri nets and 

avoid the development of shared subnets that 

have already been created, since an equivalent 

AAPN-CPN may remove the redundant 

information. The non-shared subnets can be 

taken from the alternative Petri nets to the 

equivalent AAPN-CPN and inserted as blocks 

in the resulting incidence matrix or as subnets 

for the graphical representation. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The coloured Petri nets have been extensively used 

in the last years for the modelling of technological 

discrete event systems of very different sectors. 

 

In this paper a conceptually new application is 

presented: the obtaining of a single CPN for the 

representation of a set of alternative Petri nets which 

have been developed as exclusive models for a certain 

discrete event system. 

 

This new application arises from the definition of 

an underlying alternatives aggregation Petri net and has 

interesting applications and properties that are described 

in this paper. 

 

The use of CPN as formalism to represent sets of 

alternative models allows to make the decision-taking 

and optimization processes based on discrete event 

systems easier to develop and more efficient to apply in 

a computer. 
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